Abstract. Finding similar patterns (motifs) in a set of sequences is an important problem in Computational Molecular Biology. Pevzner and Sze [18] defined the planted (l,d)-motif problem as trying to find a lengthl pattern that occurs in each input sequence with at most d substitutions. When d is large, this problem is difficult to solve because the input sequences do not contain enough information on the motif. In this paper, we propose a generalized planted (l,d)-motif problem which considers as input an additional set of sequences without any substring similar to the motif (negative set) as extra information. We analyze the effects of this negative set on the finding of motifs, and define a set of unsolvable problems and another set of most difficult problems, known as "challenging generalized problems". We develop an algorithm called VANS based on voting and other novel techniques, which can solve the (9,3), (11,4),(15,6) and (20,8)-motif problems which were unsolvable before as well as challenging problems of the planted (l,d)-motif problem such as (9,2), (11,3), (15,5) and (20,7)-motif problems.
Introduction
A genome is a sequence consisting of four symbols 'A', 'C', 'G' and 'T'. Along the genome are substrings, called genes, which are blueprints of proteins. In order to decode a gene (gene expression) to produce the corresponding protein, a molecule called a transcription factor binds to a short region (6 -20 base pairs), called the binding site, in the promoter region of the gene. One kind of transcription factor can bind to the binding sites of several genes to cause these genes to coexpress. These binding sites, which should have similar lengths and patterns, can be represented by a pattern called motif. The motif discovering problem [14, 18] is predicting the motif given a set of coexpressed genes, i.e., when given a set of sequences T , each of which contains at least one binding site. Pevzner and Sze [18] gave a precise definition of this problem. Many algorithms [1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] have been developed to solve this problem and have predicted some motifs successfully. However, this problem model will fail to find a solution when d is large, because there will be many length-l strings having at least one variant in each input sequence and no algorithm is likely to distinguish the motif from these strings. Buhler and Tompa [4] found the maximum d such that a planted (l,d)-motif problem is still solvable by calculating the expected number E t (l, d) of length-l strings with at least one variant in each input sequence. When E t (l, d) is small, say E t (l, d) ≤ 1, the problem is theoretically solvable. When E t (l, d) is large, no algorithm is likely to discover M without extra information. For example, when t = 20 and n = 600, the planted (9,3), (11, 4) , (15, 6) and (20, 8) 4 respectively). In biological experiments, besides getting a set of sequences bound by the transcription factor, we may have as a by-product another set of sequences F which are not bound by the transcription factor [2, 6, 7, 20] . We may assume sequences in F contain no d-variant of the motif M . Based on this extra information, we can modify the planted (l,d)-motif problem as follows.
Generalized Planted (l,d)-Motif Problem:
Suppose there is a fixed but unknown string M (the motif) of length l. Given t length-n sequences, each of which contains a planted d-variant of M , and f length-n sequences which contains no d-variant of M , we want to determine M without a priori knowledge of the positions of the planted d-variants.
Note that when f = 0, the generalized planted (l,d)-motif problem (or simply generalized (l,d)-problem) is reduced to the planted (l,d)-motif problem (or simply (l,d)-problem). The extra information provided by F might make some of the previously unsolvable problems based only on information in T , e.g. (9, 3) , (11, 4) , (15, 6) and (20, 8 )-motif problems, solvable.
In this paper, we analyze the information provided by set T and set F (Section 2) and how they are related (Section 3). We define a new set of unsolvable and also another set of "challenging" generalized (l,d)-problems (most difficult solvable problems). In Section 4, we develop an algorithm called VANS (Voting Algorithm with Negative Set) to solve this generalized (l,d)-problem under different situations by employing, in additional to voting, other simple but novel techniques, such as filtering, projection with merging and local search. In particular, VANS can solve those challenging (l,d)-problem, such as (9,2), (11, 3) , (15, 5) and (20,7)-problems, when F is empty. Experimental results (Section 5) show that VANS can solve all theoretically solvable generalized (l,d)-problems when d ≤ 20 and works well on some real data.
Calculation the Expected Value E b (l, d)
Let T be the set of t length-n input sequences, each of which contains a variant of M and let F be the set of f length-n input sequences with no variant of M . Assume the occurrence probabilities of 'A', 'C', 'G' and 'T' are equal. Buhler and Tompa [4] studied the limitation of the (l,d)-problem by calculating the expected number E t (l, d) of length-l strings with at least one d-variant in each sequence in T . Their calculation is described as follows.
Given a length-l string P and a length-l substring σ in the input sequence, the probability that P and σ are at most d symbol substitution apart is
The probability that a length-l string P has at least one d-variant in each se-
Consider the 4 l possible length-l strings, the expected number of length-l strings with at least one d-variant in each sequence in T is approximately Similarly, we can estimate the amount of information contained in F by the expected number E f (l, d) of length-l strings with no variant in any sequences in F , and also the amount of information of both T and F by the expected number E b (l, d) of length-l strings with at least one variant in each sequence in T and no variant in the sequences of F . If E b (l, d) is smaller than 1, the generalized (l,d)-problem is theoretically solvable, otherwise, it is unsolvable.
The probability that a length-l string P has no variant in F is
Consider the 4 l possible length-l strings, we have
Expected number of strings Figure 1 shows the values of
for different values of l and d when t = f = 20 and n = 600. We have the following observations which match with our intuition. 
Trade Off Between t and f
Although sequences in both T and F contain information of the motif, the amounts of information in these two sets vary with the values of n and p(l, d). One question we want to know is "If we reduce the number of sequences in T by ∆t, how many sequences should we add to F so that the input data retains the same amount of information?" This question can be answered by comparing the value of E b (l, d) before and after changing the number of input sequences. The amount of information is retained if and only if the new value of E b (l, d) is no larger than the original value. 
Since a random sequence containing d-variants of the motif M is independent of another random sequence containing a d-variants of M , the information of M contained in each input sequence is independent of the input size t and f . Therefore, the value of R is independent of the number of sequences t and f in the data set as shown in the above equation. Table 1 shows the values of R for different values of l and d when n = 600. For example, when l = 20 and d = 8, if we remove one sequence from T , we should add at least 1.598 = 2 sequences in F to retain the same amount of information in the input data. When d is large, the probability that a random sequence contains a d-variant of the motif M is large while the probability that a random sequence contains no d-variant of the motif M is small, therefore the amount of information in each sequence in T is much less than that in each sequence in F . If we remove a sequence in T , even no sequence is added to F , the total amount of information in the data set remains almost the same(e.g. l = 9, d = 9). On the other hand, when d is small, the amount of information in each sequence in T is much more than that in each sequence in F . If we remove a sequence in T , many sequences should be added to F in order to retain the same amount of information (e.g. l = 20, d = 1).
Voting Algorithm with Negative Set (VANS)
Our Voting Algorithm with Negative Set (VANS) is based on a simple idea that if a substring σ is a planted d-variant of the motif M , M is also a d-variant of σ. In order to find the motif, each length-l substring in T and F gives one vote to its d-variant. The motif M would receive at least one vote from each sequence in T and no vote from any length-l substring in F . Although the idea used in the Voting algorithms [5] is simple and enumerative, they are so far the fastest algorithms than the other methods based on brute-force [3, 10, 17] , finding the maximum clique [15, 18] and heuristic search [1, 4, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13] 
The candidate motifs are those variants (length-l strings) which receive at least one vote from each sequence in T . It is shown in [5] that this simple algorithm can solve the challenging (9,2), (11, 3) , (15, 5) and (20,7)-motif problems in time less than a few minutes. The filtering process removes those candidate motifs having variants in F and this filtering step takes O(nlf ) time for each candidate motif. Since the expected number of length-l strings with at least one variant in each sequence in T is E t (l, d), the expected running time is
This approach works well on T when d or E t (l, d) is small. Table 2 shows the values of d for which this approach works well. Values of d at which voting by T works when t = f = 20 and n = 600
Voting by Sequences in F
When d increases, both 4 d and E t (l, d) increase exponentially such that the running time of the voting process becomes unacceptable. Since the amount of information in F is much more than the amount of information in T when d is large, we should focus on F instead of T .
As motif M has no variant in F , M should not be a variant of any length-l substring in F . If each length-l substring in F gives one vote to its variants, we can find a set of candidate motifs which get no vote from any substring in F . The expected number of candidate motifs getting zero vote is E f (l, d). The filtering process removes those candidate motifs which have a variant in each sequence in
) is small, therefore the expected running time of the filtering process (O (nltE f (l, d) )) should be small too. However, the running time of the voting process by sequences in F , i.e. 
For example, the generalized (20,11)-problem can be reduced to the generalized (14,5)-problem where E f (14, 5) = 0.0027. Since E f (l , d ) is small and solvable, the reduced generalized (l , d )-problem is much easier to solve because d is much smaller. The set of length-l candidate motifs should contain any length-l substrings of any length-l candidate motifs for the generalized (l,d)-problem, in particular, the length-l prefix and length-l suffix of motif M . If the length-(2l − l) suffix of a length-l candidate motif is the same as the length-(2l − l) prefix of another length-l candidate motif, we can combine them to form a length-l candidate motif. It can be shown that any length-l candidate motif for the generalized (l,d)-problem can be formed by combining two candidate length-l motifs of the generalized (l , d )-problem. Thus the expected number of length-l candidate motifs by merging two candidate
2 and the expected running time is 
Again this Voting algorithm based on a reduced size generalized (l ,d )-problem works very well for large d as long as d is reasonably small. Table 3 shows the values of d for which this approach works.
Local Search
The voting technique discussed in In order to solve these problems, a local searching method is proposed. The motif M has no d-variant in F and this information in F should be more useful than the information in T for finding M by local search. Assume we have a length-l seed string S. For each length-l neighboring string N , i.e. 1-variant of S, we find the number of d-variants of N occurring in set F . We replace string S by the neighboring string N if N has the least number of d-variants in F and has less d-variants than S in F . We repeat this process several times. If seed S and motif M are within a few symbol substitutions, we may hopefully refine S to M .
The seeds can be generated randomly or selected by voting from T and F . The probabilities that S can be refined to M after k iterations when S and M differ by k symbols for some generalized (l,d)-motif problems were shown in Table 4 . It is evident from Table 4 that there is a high probability that we can find motif M from seed S when S and M differ by no more than 5 symbols. 
Experimental Results
We have implemented VANS in C++ and tested it on a computer with P4 2.4 GHz CPU and 4GB memory on the simulated and real data. For the simulated data, we picked a length-l motif M randomly and also generated 20 length-600 sequences in F randomly with the 0.25 occurrence probability of 'A', 'C', 'G' and 'T' at each position. Each of these sequences in F would be regenerated if it had a variant of M . Similarly we generated 20 length-600 sequences in T and planted a variant of M at a random position in each of these sequences. For each pair of l and d values, we ran 50 test cases and checked whether our program could discover the motif. Our program discovered the motif in all cases and the average running time is shown in Table 5 . Some simulated data is missed (e.g. (9,6), (9,7) and (11,7)) because d is so large that any randomly generated length-600 sequence always contain a variant of any motif.
We have also tested VANS on real biological sequences stored in the public database SCPD. For each set of genes, we chose the 600 bp upstream of the genes as the input sequences in T . We also randomly picked the same number of genes and chose the 600 bp upstream of these genes as the input sequences in F . The lengths of the motifs l were the same as those of the published motifs GCR1  CWTCC  CTTCC  GATA  CTTATC  CTTAT  CCBF,SCB,SWI6  CNCGAAA  CGCGAAA  CuRE,MAC1  TTTGCTC  TTTGCTC  GCFAR  CCCGGG  CCCGGG  GCN1  TAATCTAATC  TAATCTAATC and d was 1. Experimental results are shown in Table 6 . VANS could find the motifs for these data sets within one second for each data set.
Conclusion
Since the (l,d)-problem has a limitation that no algorithm can discover the motif when d is large, we define the generalized (l,d)-problem which treats those sequences without variants of motif M as additional input. With this extra information, the motif discovering problem with large d becomes theoretically solvable. We also developed the VANS algorithm to solve the generalized (l,d)-problem. Experimental results showed that VANS performed well on most problem instances including the challenging (9,2), (11, 3) , (15, 5) , (20,7)-motif problem when F is empty. The challenging generalized (l,d)-problems for l > 20, e.g. (26,11) and (26,13), remain unsolvable because of its long running time. Local search might work if we can reduce the number of seeds by generating "good" seeds efficiently.
